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www.prescha.org

This resource was created through the collaboration of
the Préscha Initiative and Instant Education Solutions.
The Préscha Initiative was founded in 2010 by a group
of friends at University who were compelled to take a
stand against human trafficking taking place in New
Zealand and in other countries.
After running numerous awareness raising events,
it became clear that New Zealanders didn’t know or
understand what human trafficking was. International
reports at the time stated that education and awareness
of human trafficking needed to be prioritised in New Zealand. The Department of State Trafficking
in Persons report cited that New Zealand teenagers were susceptible to human trafficking and it
became clear that high school students should be taught about human trafficking.
In mid-2012, the Préscha Initiative launched an education resource on human trafficking for high
school students. The resource was trialled at schools in the Bay of Plenty and Waikato with the
overall feedback being that teachers wanted the resource to be more accessible and accredited
for use as part of NCEA.
This is why we decided to partner with Instant Education Solutions to develop this resource. Instant
Education Solutions has extensive experience developing teaching, learning and assessment materials
for both unit standards and achievement standards. Together we have worked to develop a resource
which will raise awareness and understanding of human trafficking, while at the same time allowing
students to meet the requirements of Achievement Standard 91040. Content from the original Préscha
Initiative resource on human trafficking has been incorporated throughout this guide. This includes a
number of images created by the Préscha Initiative (all images marked with the Préscha logo).
We believe people need to be educated about human
trafficking for the following reasons.
• Human trafficking is one of the greatest social
injustices of the 21st century. It is important that
New Zealand is engaged with this issue on both a
national and international scale.
• School leavers are particularly susceptible to
human trafficking. They can be promised work or
opportunities overseas that sound too good to be
true and end up in exploitative situations which
violate their human rights.
• Education and awareness of human trafficking helps
to prevent human trafficking taking place.

Rebekah Armstrong
Director - The Préscha Initiative
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About this
Teacher’s Guide
Learning Purpose & Outcomes
In this guide learners will learn how to conduct a social inquiry.
In particular, learners will explore how to:
•

develop a focus for the inquiry

•

create research questions based on the social inquiry process

•

gather information using primary and secondary sources

•

describe information related to points of view and social actions

•

create a reference of sources used.

The guide includes specific reference to the issue of human trafficking in New Zealand and around
the world. It is important that teachers approach this subject with sensitivity.
A glossary containing difficult or technical terms has been provided at the end of this guide. Words
in the glossary are highlighted the first time they appear in the main text.

Copyright
This learning material and its content is copyright of Instant Education Solutions. Reproduction
of this learning material is only permitted in accordance with the user’s licence agreement. Any
additional reproduction or redistribution of this learning material, for commercial gain or otherwise is
strictly prohibited.
Every effort has been made to ensure this publication complies with all relevant copyright
regulations.
IMPORTANT NOTE: All images marked with the Préscha logo are copyright to the Préscha Initiative.
Disclaimer
While every effort has been taken to ensure that the information contained in this learning material
is accurate and up-to-date, Instant Education Solutions makes no guarantees as to the accuracy
or currency of the information contained herein. Likewise, Instant Education Solutions makes no
guarantees for the accuracy or content of information contained within electronic links to Internet
sites featured in the learning material.
Instant Education Solutions expressly disclaims all liability for damages of any kind arising out of
use, reference to, or reliance on any information contained within the learning material or electronics
links featured within learning material.

21 Ruakura Rd, Hamilton East,
Hamilton 3216, New Zealand
Phone: +64 800 864 863
E-mail: instant@atc.org.nz
For full terms and conditions
visit our website.
www.instant.org.nz
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General Information
The teaching and learning guides are designed to prepare learners for
the assessment of the identified NZQA standard.

Teacher’s Note:

1. This Teacher’s Guide is provided for use by teachers only. It is not
intended that learners will have access to this document. However,
it is expected that, where relevant, teachers will provide learners with
suggested answers from this document.
2. These guides are not intended as stand alone distance-learning
or self-directed study packages. Teachers should add their own
learning resources and activities as appropriate to ensure a robust
learning pedagogy. The pedagogy engaged should be suitable to
the particular organisation or school the teacher is employed in.
This includes appropriate extension learning as required.
3. Learners may need additional literacy and numeracy support as
they work through this course. The teacher needs to ensure that
this support is in place for students.
4. Website and application (including apps) content changes regularly.
This may mean that changes have been made to content that is
mentioned in the Learner’s Guide and the Teacher’s Guide. It is
important that any links or applications are previewed to ensure
they are active or current, before giving them to students.
5. Laws and compliance regulations are regularly amended and/or
repealed. Teachers should research and incorporate any recent
legislative or compliance changes where required.

This symbol includes notes
for teachers. It is included
throughout this guide to
assist teachers to deliver
learning content.
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LESSON 1:

Social inquiries

Learning Objectives
In this lesson you will learn:
what a social inquiry is
how to develop a focus for a social inquiry
how to develop social inquiry research questions.

The process of conducting a social inquiry is summarised in the
diagram below. In this lesson we look at the first two steps in the
process: How to develop a focus and research questions for the
inquiry.

Overview of the Social Inquiry Process
Lesson 1

Lesson 2

Lesson 3

Develop a
focus of inquiry

Gather
information
from primary
and secondary
sources

Identify points
of view

Develop
research
questions

Identify social
actions

A space has been left
on the right of every
page for you to make
notes about what you
are learning.
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What is a social inquiry?
A social inquiry is a research task. As part of a social inquiry you
could research how:
•

individuals, groups, or institutions work to promote social justice
and human rights

•

cultures change and the consequences this has for society.

Before you look at social inquiries in more detail, let’s take a look at
some key words.

social
relating to society, groups of people
living together in community

inquiry
investigation, seeking information,
research

social justice
treating everyone equally and fairly eg
equal opportunities and respect

human rights
a right which is believed to belong to
every person

consequences
a result or effect
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Human Rights and Social Justice
Human rights are basic rights and freedoms that all people are entitled to
regardless of nationality, gender, race, religion, language, or other status.
Human rights include the right to:
• life
• choose your own religion
• say what you believe without being punished (freedom of
expression)
• participate in culture
• food
• work
• receive an education.
Human rights are protected and upheld by international and national
laws and treaties.

Try it for
Yourself

Discuss the following questions with your classmates.
• Why are human rights important?
• What does liberty mean?
• What are some examples of human rights not being
respected that you can think of?
• Are we allowed to choose our own political opinion
and religion in New Zealand?

Write notes in the space below.

Teacher’s Note:
Learner answers will vary. ‘Liberty’ may
be defined as “being free from oppressive
restrictions by authority on your behaviour,
views, etc”.
In New Zealand all people have the right to their
own political opinion and to choose and practice
their own religion.
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The Universal Declaration of Human Rights
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights is an international
convention where human rights are defined. It was adopted by the
United Nations General Assembly on December 10th, 1948, after
World War Two.
Read the first five human rights below.

» ARTICLE 1:

All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and
rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and
should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.

» ARTICLE 2:

Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth
in this Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such
as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other
opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other
status. Furthermore, no distinction shall be made on the
basis of the political, jurisdictional or international status
of the country or territory to which a person belongs,
whether it be independent, trust, non-self-governing or
under any other limitation of sovereignty.

» ARTICLE 3:

Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of
person.

» ARTICLE 4:

No one shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery
and the slave trade shall be prohibited in all their forms.

» ARTICLE 5:

No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman
or degrading treatment or punishment.

Social Justice
Social justice is closely linked to Human Rights because it focuses
on taking social action to ensure fair and equitable treatment for all
people, regardless of their age, gender, ethnicity, religion, and so on.
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Try it for
Yourself
•
•
•
•
•

Your teacher will put you into groups. As a group select
one of the human rights outlined on the previous page.
Answer each of the following questions in relation to the
selected human right.

What does this human right mean?
Why is this human right important?
What are some examples of when the above human right has not been kept?
Does New Zealand respect this human right?
What are some countries that do not respect this human right?

Write notes in the space below.

Teacher’s Note:
Learners may want to design
a poster that graphically
describes the human right they
selected.
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Examples of Social Inquiries

“My uncle has been a member of Amnesty International for the
past 20 years. I would like to research how this organisation has helped
promote human rights in New Zealand and around the world.”

“I am friends with many people in the Somali community in
Wellington. I would like to research how the community has had a
positive impact on society.”

“My family support a social justice organisation called Caritas.
I would like to research this organisation in detail to find out what
their goals and objectives are.”

“I travelled to Cambodia with my Youth Group a few months ago. I noticed
that there were some beggars on the streets. I would like to research an
organisation that helps the homeless living in developing countries.”

Try it for
Yourself

Think of three different topics that you could research for
a social inquiry into:
• how individuals, groups, and other organisations work
to promote social justice and human rights and/or
• how cultures adapt and change and the
consequences this has for society.

You could use the examples of social inquiries given above to help you.

Teacher’s Note:
Answers will be specific
to the learner. Activity
could be completed in
pairs or in groups.
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Case study: Social Inquiry on Human Trafficking.

In this guide, you will complete a social inquiry on
organisations that work to prevent and eliminate human
trafficking. In order to do this, it is important that
you understand what human trafficking is and why it is an
important human rights issue.

Human trafficking is using someone by force or deception for
the purpose of exploiting them for financial or personal gain.

There are three key elements to human trafficking:

ACT

MEANS

PURPOSE

[WHAT IS DONE]

[HOW IT IS DONE]

[WHY IT IS DONE]

Recruitment

Threat or use of
force

Financial, personal
or corporate gain by
means of exploitation
including...

Transport
Transfer

Coercion
Abduction

Harbouring

Fraud

Receipt of
persons

Deception
Abuse of power
or vulnerability
Giving payments
or benefits

Prostitution of others
Sexual exploitation

RESULT

HUMAN
TRAFFICKING

Forced labour
Slavery or bonded
labour
Removal of organs
Forced marriage

There are a number of different types of human trafficking.

Sex Trafficking

Sex trafficking is a modern-day form of slavery where someone is forced
to perform sexual acts for someone else’s profit. The majority of sex
trafficking victims are women and girls, but they can also be men or
boys.
Recruitment
There are a number of common patterns for luring victims into situations
of sex trafficking, including:
•
•
•
•

a promise of a good job in another city or country
a false marriage proposal turned into a bondage situation
being sold into the sex trade by parents, husbands or boyfriends
being kidnapped by traffickers.

On the next page, read the true story of a young girl who was kidnapped
and forced to work as a child prostitute.
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Lata’s Story1

She was only a young teenager when Lata was drugged, kidnapped and
forced to work as a prostitute in Mumbai, India. Little did she know
that when she drank some tea made by one of her boyfriend’s friends
she would wake up two days later in Mumbai, far away from her home
village in southern India.
Lata realised that someone had changed her clothes while she was passed
out and suddenly knew that something was very wrong. What followed
was nothing short of a nightmare. Lata was told that she had been sold to
a brothel and that she would need to work as a prostitute to repay the debt.
Thankfully, Lata’s story has a happy ending. Thanks to the tireless
work of her family and friends, she was freed from the brothel and
returned home to her family. In the future, her dream is to be the police commissioner, so that
she can help others who find themselves in the same situation.
Sadly, Lata’s story is not unique. In Mumbai alone, thousands of girls are sold into sex slavery
every year.
Bonded Labour
bly the least known form
Bonded labour, also known as debt bondage, is proba
most widely used method of
of slavery today. However, it is actually the
rer when their labour is
enslaving people. A person becomes a bonded labou
person is then tricked or
demanded as a means of repayment for a loan. The
for seven days a week.
trapped into working for very little or no pay, often
trafficker than the original
They usually generate much more income for the
2
sum of money borrowed .
and wife forced to work in
On the next page, read the story of a husband
bonded labour in India.
Other forms of human trafficking
to become soldiers against
• Child soldiers: when young children are forced
their will.
• Abducting or trafficking babies for adoption.
people from poor countries
• Trafficking human organs for health operations:
s are forcibly taken
sell their organs for money. Sometimes their organ
tals that need organs
from them and sold on the black market, or to hospi
for transplants.
work under threat (real or
• Labour exploitation: when someone is forced to
perceived).

Zealand law. However, even
Human trafficking is against international and New
ns.
though it is illegal, it unfortunately still happe
1 Based on the account of Lata’s story by The Guardian (http://www.theguardian.com/cities/video/2014/nov/25/lata-druggedkidnapped-mumbai-brothel-sex-slave)
2 Anti-Slavery. Bonded Labour. Retrieved from http://www.antislavery.org/english/slavery_today/bonded_labour/default.aspx
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3

Mathura and Dolamani Bagh’s Story

Imagine being a young couple who want to get married, but
you don’t have enough money to do so. So you decide to
take out a loan from a rich farm owner you know. He tells
you that to pay back the loan you need to work for him.
So you work for him every day from 4am to 8pm. You do
any farm labouring tasks he has, but all he pays you is 8-10
sacks of grain each year.
That is exactly what happened to Mathura and Dolamani
who found themselves in bonded labour to a rich landlord
from whom they got a loan. Thankfully, after five years of
backbreaking labour with no proper payment, Mathura and
Dolamani were freed. Now they work with a human rights
group to help others in bonded labour.

Think human trafficking doesn’t happen in NZ?

never happen in New
Some people think that what Lata and the Bagh’s experienced would
ment report, New
Depart
Zealand. But unfortunately this is not true. According to a US State
to forced labour and sex
Zealand is a destination country for foreign women and men subjected
boys ... are subjected to
trafficking. Also, the report indicates that a “small number of girls and
rings”4.
g
traffickin
street prostitution, and some are victims of gang-controlled
is currently taking
The first comprehensive research into labour exploitation in New Zealand
place (see www.workerexploitation.co.nz).

Organisations working to combat trafficking

work to stop human
There are many New Zealand-based organisations that
trafficking. These organisations include:

The Préscha Initiative

The Préscha Initiative is a New Zealand
organisation working to eliminate human trafficking
through raising awareness and education.

Hagar New Zealand

www.hagarinternational.org/new-zealand
Hagar New Zealand works with women and children
in Afghanistan, Cambodia, and Vietnam who have
been subject to human rights abuses, including
human trafficking.

3 Based on the account of Mathura and Dolamani Bagh’s Personal Story featured on the Anti-Slavery website (http://www.antislavery.org/english/
slavery_today/bonded_labour/bonded_labour_in_indias_brick_kilns/bonded_labour_in_indias_brick_kilns/personal_stories_brick_kilns.aspx)
4 U.S. Department of State. (2014, June). Trafficking in Persons Report 2014. Retrieved from: http://www.state.gov/j/tip/rls/
tiprpt/2014/?utm_source=NEW+RESOURCE:+Trafficking+in+Persons+R
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Stand Against Slavery

www.standagainstslavery.com
with
The main aim of Stand Against Slavery is to work
ds a
the New Zealand government and organisations towar
slave-free New Zealand.

ECPAT Child Alert New Zealand

www.ecpat.org.nz
isations
ECPAT International is a global network of organ
child
that work together to eliminate child prostitution,
ses.
purpo
l
sexua
pornography, and the trafficking of children for
on.
Its aim is to free all children from sexual exploitati

Justice Acts NZ

www.justiceacts.org.nz
ry and
The goal of Justice Acts NZ is to combat slave
tion.
exploitation in New Zealand through research and educa

What do
You Think?

In addition to the information above, what
else do you know about human trafficking?
Teacher’s Note:
Answers will be specific
to the learner. Activity
could be completed as
a group.
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What do
You Think?

Look back at the information on Human
Rights given on page 4 and page 5.
Using this information and what you have
learnt about human trafficking, indicate
which human rights you think human
trafficking violates.

Human trafficking violates many different human rights. These may include,
for example, the right to:
* freedom and liberty
* equality
* life
* security.
It is also a direct violation of:
* Article 4 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (ie “No one shall be
held in slavery or servitude ...”)
* Article 5 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (ie “No one shall
be subjected to torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment.”)

Teacher’s Note:
Make sure students are fully aware of how human trafficking is a human rights violation.
Students’ answers should include at least the above, but may include other human rights
learners are aware of. For example, Articles 23 and 24 of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights which indicates that everyone has the right to:
“... free choice of employment, ... just and favourable conditions of work ...” (Article 23, 1)
“... just and favourable remuneration ensuring for himself and his family an existence worthy
of human dignity ...” (Article 23, 3)
“... rest and leisure, including reasonable limitation of working hours and periodic holidays
with pay.”
If students wish to view the complete Universal Declaration of Human Rights, this can be
found at http://www.ohchr.org/EN/UDHR/Pages/Language.aspx?LangID=eng.

Human trafficking may be a criminal and immigration offence. However, it is first and
foremost a human rights violation “rooted in poverty, inequality and discrimination”5.

5 Gallagher, Anne. Trafficking and the Global Sex Industry: The need for a human
rights framework. In: Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights. (Spring
2000). Special Issue on Women’s Rights.
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How do I develop a focus for my
social inquiry?
Once you have thought of a suitable topic for a social inquiry, you
need to develop a focus for the topic.
Example: Ingrid chose to research Amnesty International for her
social inquiry. She now needs to think about the specific elements
of the organisation that she will focus on.
One key question Ingrid could ask herself is:
What do I specifically want to find out about the organisation?
Example: Ingrid may be interested in the goals of Amnesty
International in relation to promoting human rights. Alternatively,
she might want to research how Amnesty International involves
the general public in promoting human rights.
•
•

It is important that you have a clear and specific focus of inquiry.
If you have a vague or general focus of inquiry, it will be difficult for
you to gather meaningful evidence.

Try it for
Yourself

Are the following focuses of inquiry clear and specific?
Why? Why not? Explain.

1. Poverty in New Zealand.
The focus is not clear or specific. It is not connected to an organisation (or a
cultural group). It would be too general to research.

2. The effect that Asian migration to New Zealand has had on New Zealander’s
eating habits.
This is a suitable focus of inquiry. Although it focuses on all Asians, the topic
of eating habits is specific and clear.

3. How Women’s Refuge is helping victims of domestic violence in New Zealand.
The focus is specific and clear. The ways Women’s Refuge works to help
victims of domestic violence could be clearly analysed.
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Case study: Social Inquiry on Human Trafficking.

There are a number of different areas that you could research
in relation to human trafficking and the organisations that
work to prevent and eliminate human trafficking.
Some possible focuses of inquiry include the following.
How Stand Against Slavery is working towards a slavefree New Zealand.

•

How Hagar New Zealand
trafficking in Cambodia.

•

victims

of

human

•

The outcome of the human trafficking research that has been
completed by Justice Acts NZ and how this will be used to
address the human trafficking problem in New Zealand.

•

Try it for
Yourself

•

helping

The specific actions that ECPAT New Zealand is taking to
prevent child trafficking in New Zealand and around the world.

•

•
•

is

Research organisations that work to prevent
and eliminate human trafficking.
Think of three different focuses of inquiry
that you could research.

Make sure that each focus of inquiry is clear and specific.
The focuses of inquiry should be areas of human trafficking
elimination you are interested in (and want to research).
Ask your teacher to check each of your focuses of inquiry.
1.

2.

IMPORTANT TEACHER NOTES:
1. It is important to emphasise to students that they need to make sure there is enough readily
accessible information available about the organisation they wish to research. This information
should be available via sources such as the Internet, library, etc and should not rely on students
needing to contact the organisations directly. (Many organisations will not have the capacity to
handle queries from a large number of students). If students cannot easily find information on the
organisation from the Internet, library, etc they should choose a different organisation to research.
2. Refer students to pages 42-47 of this guide for examples of organisations which may be
suitable for them to investigate.

3.

3. Tell students NOT to investigate Préscha as one of the organisations working to prevent
human trafficking because we will be looking at Préscha as a worked example in this guide.
4. The case studies students complete in this guide could be used to help them build evidence
for the assessment. They do NOT need to have a focus of inquiry around human trafficking.
Therefore, you could allow students to alter this activity (and those which follow) to conduct a
social inquiry with a different focus of inquiry.
4. Answers will be specific to the learner.
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How do I develop research
questions for my social inquiry?
In order to properly research your focus of inquiry, you need to develop
appropriate research questions.
Appropriate research questions should:
• only seek information that is relevant to your focus of inquiry
• be clear and easy to understand.
Note: You should aim to have 2 - 4 research questions. Your questions
combined must cover all aspects of the focus of inquiry.



Look at the following example of questions that Ingrid wrote that
do not cover the focus of inquiry.

Focus of inquiry: The role and goals of Amnesty International in
promoting human rights.
Poor research questions:
1.

When was Amnesty International established?

2.

How many offices does Amnesty International have around
the world?

3.

What other organisations are similar to Amnesty International?

The focus of inquiry cannot be addressed by only asking the above
three questions. Although Ingrid may discover some basic facts about
Amnesty International, the research questions above do not help her
discover how Amnesty International works to promote human rights.



Now look at the example below of questions Ingrid wrote that do
cover the focus of inquiry.

Focus of inquiry: The role and goals of Amnesty International in
relation to promoting human rights in society.
Good research questions:
1.

What has Amnesty International done in the past to promote
human rights?

2.

What are the current goals of Amnesty International regarding
the promotion of human rights?

3.

How does Amnesty International involve the public in
promoting human rights activities?

The focus of inquiry is answered with the research questions above.
The questions clearly inquire about the role and goals of Amnesty
International. It also asks about public involvement (which refers to
both roles and goals).
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Try it for
Yourself

Write 2 - 4 research questions for each of the following
focuses of inquiry. Get your teacher to check your work
once you have finished.

1. The effect that Asian migration to New Zealand has had on New Zealander’s
eating habits.
a) How have New Zealander’s eating habits changed?
b) How is this related to Asian migration to New Zealand?
c) Is this trend likely to continue? Why? Why not?

2. How Women’s Refuge is helping victims of domestic violence in New Zealand.
a) What has Women’s Refuge done to reduce domestic violence in New Zealand?
b) How have their actions been effective?
c) How can the public be involved in assisting Women’s Refuge with their vision?

3. The role and goals of KidsCan in relation to eliminating child poverty in New Zealand.
a) What has KidsCan done in the past to fight child poverty?
b) What are the future goals of KidsCan?
c) How are the public encouraged to assist KidsCan in eliminating child poverty?
Teacher’s Note:

Note: As you start to develop research questions, you
may decide to change your focus of inquiry. This is okay!
It is important to develop a focus of inquiry that is clear
and specific and that you feel you will be able to research
properly.

Questions provided
are only an example.
Learners may give
different answers.
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Case study: Social Inquiry on Human Trafficking.

Look at the following example of a focus of inquiry on
the topic of human trafficking. One organisation that
focuses on the elimination of human trafficking, called the
Préscha Initiative, has been selected.
» Focus of Inquiry

How has the Préscha Initiative worked to eliminate human
trafficking in New Zealand and overseas.

» Research questions

1. What is the Préscha Initiative doing to reduce human trafficking?

2. How can youth help the Préscha Initiative to eliminate human
trafficking?

Try it for
Yourself

Select one focus of inquiry related to human
rights that you developed on page 14 of this
guide.

Develop 2 - 4 research questions that relate to your selected focus
of inquiry. Show your teacher once you have finished.
1.

Teacher’s Note:
2.

3.

4.

Answers will be
specific to the
learner.
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LESSON 2:

Gathering information
from sources
Learning Objectives
In this lesson you will learn:
how to use an ethical framework when completing research
how to gather primary sources that relate to the focus of inquiry
how to gather secondary sources that relate to the focus of
inquiry
what referencing is and why it is important
how to reference sources.
In the previous lesson we looked at how to develop a focus and
research questions for a social inquiry. In this lesson we look at the
next key step in the process: gathering information from primary and
secondary sources.

Overview of the Social Inquiry Process
Lesson 1

Lesson 2

Lesson 3

Develop a
focus of inquiry

Gather
information
from primary
and secondary
sources

Identify points
of view

Develop
research
questions

Identify social
actions
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How can I use an ethical framework
when completing research?
An ethical framework is an outline of the ethical considerations that
you will keep in mind as you conduct your research. You must have
an ethical framework as you conduct your social inquiry.

Ethical
Framework

rules or standards for what is considered
acceptable or correct conduct or practice
a basic structure underlying a system,
concept, or text

An ethical framework may outline how you will:
•

reference the texts you have selected

•

acknowledge the different sources you have reviewed

•

verify the accuracy of the sources you select

•

identify any bias in your sources

•

comply with copyright law

•

ensure confidentiality and privacy are upheld

•

get permission from interviewees or people who participate in
surveys.

Your ethical framework may not contain all of these points. It is
expected, however, that it will contain sufficient requirements so that
you can use information from your sources in an ethical way.
In some cases your school may have an ethical framework that you
must follow. Look at the ethical framework provided by Pōhutukawa
High School.
KAWA CO
L
TU

GE
LE

Pōhutukawa High School expects all learners to conduct research in a way that is
ethical. This means that all learners must:

POH
U

Ethics Guidelines for Research and Interviews

Follow the Copyright Act 1994
Any copying of material must comply with the terms of the Copyright Act 1994.
Section 43 of the Copyright Act specifies that you may copy materials for your
own private research or study. You must not copy an item in full. (However, you may copy an article
from a newspaper or journal, but not the whole newspaper or journal.)
Fully reference all material used
All material that you refer to must be fully referenced using APA referencing.
Interview and survey ethics form
All people who participate in surveys or interviews must give their written permission.
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Case study: Social Inquiry on Human Trafficking.

It is important to think about the kind of ethical
framework that you would need to develop for a social
inquiry on human trafficking. To develop an ethical framework
on human trafficking you should ask yourself the following
question.
What moral and ethical considerations do I need to take
into account as I gather information about organisations
that work to get rid of human trafficking?

Try it for
Yourself

Create an ethical framework for the specific
focus of inquiry that you selected on page
14. Use the question above to help you
develop your framework.

Note: Many of the items in your ethical framework may be similar to
the ethical considerations outlined on page 19.
Ethical Framework for investigation into the Préscha Initiative.
1. I should reference all the sources I use in this investigation.

Teacher’s Note:
Answers will be
specific to the
learner.

2. I should only gather information from reputable sources (such as nongovernment organisations or government agencies – not comments on
Facebook etc).
3. If I interview or survey anyone, I should inform them what I am using the
information for beforehand. I should get them to sign the interview form
provided by my school.
4. I should only copy the specific part of the text that I need for my research,
not the entire text (unless it is a short text such as a newspaper article).
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How can I gather primary sources
that relate to my focus of inquiry?
When you conduct a social inquiry, you are expected to gather
information from at least one primary source.

Primary Source

Original material that is collected first
hand and is usually unedited.

Primary sources are important because they give you ‘first hand’
information related to a topic. There are many different types of
primary sources. These include:
IMPORTANT TEACHER’S
NOTE:
interviews

surveys

Possible
Primary
Sources
blogs

news
reports

an official
organisation
website

In many cases it will NOT be
feasible for students to conduct
interviews to gather information
from primary resources. For
example, many of the New
Zealand based anti-human
trafficking organisations featured
in this guide are unlikely to
have the capacity to handle
a large number of requests
for interviews from students.
Most commonly, students
would only interview or email
an organisation if they have
already established a contact at
that organisation (eg if a friend/
family member is part of the
organisation). The guidelines
which follow regarding interviews
apply for these students.

Often you will need to plan ways to gather information from your
primary sources. For example, if you conduct a face-to-face interview
you might need to:
• write interview questions before you start the interview
• set up a suitable time and venue for the interview
• arrange for an adult, classmate or other suitable person you trust
to come with you to the interview
• make sure the person being interviewed knows what the interview
is about, how the information gathered from the interview will be
used, that someone else will be attending the interview with you,
and so on.
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Look at how the following people gathered information from primary
sources.
“My uncle works at Amnesty International. I plan to interview him
about how Amnesty International promotes human rights in New
Zealand and around the world. I will get him to complete an interview
permission form before I start the interview.”
“As part of my research into the Somali community in Wellington, I
will meet with some elders at the mosque and ask them about their
experiences living in New Zealand. I may need to get my friend to
translate because some elders do not speak English.”

“As part of my social inquiry on Caritas, I decided to conduct
a survey to see if New Zealanders knew about the organisation. I
had to prepare a survey form before I started.”

Important!
If you plan to interview or survey a person or group of people, you must make sure that you
approach the person or organisation professionally and politely. You should follow each of
the following steps.
STEP 1: Find the contact details of the organisation on their web page or using whitepages.co.nz
STEP 2: Write an email or letter to the organisation asking them if you may arrange an
interview with a person in the organisation.

•
•
•

Tell them what the purpose of the interview is.
Inform them of the date by which the interview needs to be conducted.
Politely ask them if you may interview a person in their organisation.

Note: You must get your teacher to check your letter or email before you send it.
STEP 3: If the organisation agrees to the interview, arrange a time for the interview. The
interview could be completed:

•
•
•
•

in person
over the telephone
through Skype (or other form of video chat)
through email (you could send your questions to the organisation).

Make sure that you get the interviewee to complete an interview permission form if this is
part of your ethical framework.
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Case study: Social Inquiry on Human
Trafficking.

There are a number of different places where you can
gather information from primary sources.

For example, look at the following focus of inquiry.

How has the Préscha Initiative worked to eliminate
human trafficking in New Zealand and overseas?
Information from primary sources could be gathered from:
•
•
•

people who organise or work for the Préscha Initiative
people who volunteer for the Préscha Initiative
the official website of the Préscha Initiative.

Try it for
Yourself
a)

1. Refer to the focus of inquiry that you
selected on page 14. Identify two
primary sources that you could use for the
inquiry. Name them in the space below. You
may need to spend some time searching for
appropriate sources.

b)

2. Gather the information.
If it is a paper-based source (such as a blog article, or text from
an official website) print a copy and keep it for reference. Make sure
you note down the website address so you can find the web page again.
If you need to conduct an interview or complete a survey, discuss
your plans with your teacher. You will need to get your teacher’s
permission before you send an email or call any organisation. Keep
any documentation for reference.
Important Teacher’s Note:
If learners conduct an interview or survey, teachers must give their approval beforehand. If
you approve an interview or survey, it is imperative that you speak to students about:
• ensuring their safety (eg if they meet with the person they are interviewing they should
take a classmate or other suitable individual with them; they should never give the
interviewee their personal details, etc).
• maintaining confidentiality and the privacy of the people they interview (eg the
interviewees need to know why they are being interviewed, what the information will be
used for, who will have access to the information, etc).
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How can I gather secondary sources
that relate to my focus of inquiry?
You also need to gather information from secondary sources as you
conduct your social inquiry.

Secondary
Source

Materials or texts that others have
collected

There are many different types of secondary sources. These include:

journal
articles

books

websites
(not for the
organisation
being
investigated)

Possible
Secondary
Sources
magazines

feature
articles in
newspapers

Gathering information from secondary sources is useful as it can help
you get different perspectives on a topic or organisation(s).
The internet is one of the best sources of secondary information.
There are many websites that contain texts, excerpts from books,
journal articles, reports and so on.
It is important to make sure that your secondary sources meet ethical
requirements.
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“I completed a search online and found information from
Victoria University about Amnesty International. I think this
information will be useful for my social inquiry.”

“I decided to use the web page of the Wellington Somali Council
to find information about the Somali community in Wellington. I
think this source will give me lots of information about the positive
impact that the Somali community has had in Wellington.”

Case study: Social Inquiry on Human Trafficking.

There are many areas you can gather information from secondary
sources related to your social inquiry on anti-human trafficking
organisations.
For example, look at the following focus of inquiry.

How has the Préscha Initiative worked to eliminate
human trafficking in New Zealand and overseas?
Information from secondary sources could be gathered from:
•
•
•
•

websites that discuss the Préscha Initiative
journal articles about the Préscha Initiative
newspaper or magazine articles about the Préscha Initiative
any books that discuss the Préscha Initiative.

Try it for
Yourself
a)

1. Refer to the focus of inquiry that you
selected on page 14. Identify two
secondary sources that you could use for
the inquiry. Name them in the space below.
You may need to spend some time searching
for appropriate sources.
Teacher’s Note:

Learners will use these texts in the
lessons that follow. It is important that
they select texts with suitable relevant
information. It is recommended that
teachers review each of the texts
2. Gather the information.
selected.
Print a copy of the texts you selected and keep them for reference.
Make sure you note down the website links.
b)
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What is referencing?
Why it is important?
Referencing means that you give the details of the sources you have
used in your social inquiry.
A reference will usually contain:
•

the title of the text

•

the author of the text

•

the date the text was published

•

where the text can be found (such as the web address, or
journal location etc).

When you complete a social inquiry you should include references in
two places.
a) At the end (or beginning) of the social inquiry, to outline the
texts you have selected.
b) After you have used specific quotes or ideas from texts. By
giving a reference for quotes and/or ideas you acknowledge
that these are not your own ideas or words, but that they come
from the source you have referenced.
This is very important, because using someone else’s words
or ideas without acknowledging them as the source is a type
of stealing called plagiarism.

Plagiarism

It is taking someone else’s words and/
or ideas and pretending they are your
own.

Ingrid referenced the following sources she used in her social inquiry.

Victoria University, Amnesty International (January 2015) Retrieved from: http://www.victoria.
ac.nz/students/campus/clubs/directory/political/amnesty-international
Ingrid Walters, Interview with Alex Walters, research assistant at Amnesty International (February
2015) Interview transcript available by emailing Ingrid Walters at ingrid@outlook.com.nz
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How do I reference sources?
There are many different ways that you can reference your sources.
Regardless of how you decide to do so, it is important that you are
consistent. This will make it easy for readers of your research to
identify the different sources that you have used.
The school or organisation where you are studying may have specific
requirements about how you should reference the sources that you
use. It is important that you follow these.
In this guide you will learn how to complete basic references by
identifying:
XX WHO – Who wrote the text? Include the name of the author, or
organisation.
XX WHAT – What is the text called?
XX WHEN – When was the text published?
XX WHERE – Where can the text be found?

Example
One of Ingrid’s sources came from the Victoria University website.
She referenced her source as follows:
The name of the organisation
is included. If a specific author
was named on the website, this
would be included too.

The date of publication is written
in brackets. If no publication date
is included on the website, the
most recent date can be included.

Victoria University, Amnesty International (January 2015) Retrieved from:
http://www.victoria.ac.nz/students/campus/clubs/directory/political/amnesty-international
The title of the article
is included. It is typed
in italics to show that
it is the title.

The location of the
document is included.

You should aim to include as much information in your references as
possible.
Look at the example which follows in the human trafficking case study
on the next page.
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Case study: Social Inquiry on Human Trafficking.
Referencing texts in relation to Human Trafficking

Referencing texts in relation to Human Trafficking follows
the same principles as referencing other sources.
Look at how the sources were referenced in relation to the
social inquiry on the Préscha Initiative:

C. McKenzie, Interviewer, Interview with R Armstrong of the Préscha Initiative
(2014) Interview transcript available on request from Instant Education Solutions.
www.instant.org.nz.

The Préscha Initiative. (2012). A Human Trafficking Resource. New Zealand.
Retrieved from: www.prescha.org/Education/Resources.

Trafficking Coalition Research - ECPAT Child Alert (n.d.). (November 2014) Retrieved
from: http://www.ecpat.org.nz/Projects/Trafficking-Coalition-Research.aspx

Try it for
Yourself

Reference each of the two primary sources and
the two secondary sources that you selected
as part of your social inquiry on human
trafficking.

You may follow the referencing structure outlined above, or you may
follow the requirements of your school or organisation.
Outline each of the references below.
1.

2.

3.

4.
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LESSON 3:

Identifying points of
view and social actions
Learning Objectives
In this lesson you will learn:
what a point of view is
how to identify points of view
how to find contrasting points of view
what a social action is
how to locate social actions in text
how to summarise social actions.

In the previous lesson you learned how to gather information for your
social inquiry for primary and secondary sources. In this lesson, you
will learn how to identify points of view and social actions from these
sources.

Overview of the Social Inquiry Process
Lesson 1

Lesson 2

Lesson 3

Develop a
focus of inquiry

Gather
information
from primary
and secondary
sources

Identify points
of view

Develop
research
questions

Identify social
actions
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What is a point of view?
Each text you select for your inquiry should include information about
a point of view that the group or organisation you are studying has.
This point of view should relate to your focus of inquiry in some way.

Point of view

A point of view is an idea, opinion,
or belief that a person, group or
organisation has.

Ingrid is completing a focus of inquiry on:
“The roles and goals of Amnesty International in relation to
promoting human rights in society.”
One secondary source she selected is from Victoria University.
The source details human rights awareness activities Amnesty
International is involved in at Victoria University. An extract from the
source is shown below.

Amnesty on Campus meets to discuss human rights and do a range of activities, including
fundraising events, activism and raising awareness.
We are students who:
• discuss human rights

•
•
•
•

take action and campaign on human rights violations in New Zealand and around the world
educate and raise awareness amongst our fellow students and the wider Wellington community
encourage engagement with human rights issues of the above groups;
play our part in the global advancement of human rights.

2

One point of view of Amnesty International (according to the Victoria
University website) is that awareness can be raised about human
rights issues through involving university students in discussions and
activities in relation to human rights. This may help decrease human
rights related violations in New Zealand and around the world.

2 http://www.victoria.ac.nz/students/campus/clubs/directory/political/amnesty-international
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How can I locate points of
view in the text?
You can locate points of views in texts in a number of ways.
1. Reading the whole text and finding the overall point of view that
is presented in the text.
2. Looking for specific information in the text that highlights what the
organisation’s point of view is.
It is important that you provide detailed evidence to show that you
have accurately identified a point of view in the text. You can provide
detailed evidence by:
•

highlighting specific examples of the point of view

•

highlighting specific excerpts of text that explain the point of view

•

summarising specific elements in the text that show the point of view.

Look at the example of the text about Amnesty International again:

Amnesty on Campus meets to discuss human rights and do a range of activities, including
fundraising events, activism and raising awareness.
We are students who:
• discuss human rights

•
•
•
•

take action and campaign on human rights violations in New Zealand and around the world
educate and raise awareness amongst our fellow students and the wider Wellington community
encourage engagement with human rights issues of the above groups;
3
play our part in the global advancement of human rights.

1. The text as a whole talks about human rights awareness activities
that Amnesty International is involved in (holding a club called
Amnesty on Campus). From this we can understand that one point
of view Amnesty International has is that holding discussions
and activities with university students is a good way to raise
awareness.
2. The text contains a number of examples of the kinds of activities
that members are involved in. From these details, we can
understand the types of activities that Amnesty International
believes are important or useful to raise awareness about Human
Rights.

3 http://www.victoria.ac.nz/students/campus/clubs/directory/political/amnesty-international
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Case study: Social Inquiry on Human Trafficking.

You can identify the points of view in interviews about
human trafficking the same way you would identify the
points of views from other sources.
Read the text in Appendix A. This text is from a primary
source – an interview with Rebekah Armstrong, a person who
founded the Préscha Initiative.

Question: What is a point of view presented in this text in
relation to the focus of inquiry?
(Remember the focus of inquiry is ‘how the Préscha Initiative is
working to eliminate human trafficking in New Zealand and overseas.’)
From reading the whole text we can learn about Rebekah’s point of view
in relation to human trafficking. For example, Rebekah believes raising
awareness in the community and educating people about human trafficking in
New Zealand is an important way to eliminate or reduce human trafficking.
There are a number of specific details that emphasise this point. For
example, in the interview, Rebekah says:
2. What is the Préscha initiative about? What are its goals and aims?
“... We are focussed on the prevention of human trafficking taking place by raising awareness
about human trafficking and educating people about this in the context of New Zealand. We are
also passionate about changing the ingrained social and cultural norms that allow people to be
taken advantage of, oppressed and enslaved.”

5. Why should New Zealanders care about human trafficking?
“Because human trafficking is one of the greatest injustices that is taking place in our generation,
we have a responsibility to stop it. Because human trafficking takes place everywhere and affects
people like you and me in the communities we live in. Because all people are precious and equal
and all people should be free.”
6. What can young New Zealanders do to raise awareness about human trafficking?
“The first thing is they need to educate themselves. You can’t advocate or raise awareness for
something you don’t understand. Human trafficking is a complex organised crime. It is not an easy fix
and everyone needs to work together to combat it.”

These excerpts from the text emphasise Préscha’s point of view that
education and raising awareness in the community are essential ways
to eliminate or prevent human trafficking in New Zealand and overseas.
Refer to the text in Appendix B. This text is from a secondary source:
the Child Alert website.4
According to the point of view of Child Alert, the Préscha Initiative
is focussing on researching worker exploitation in New Zealand. They
believe that evidence-based information is needed in order to address
the crime of people trafficking.
4 http://www.ecpat.org.nz/Projects/Trafficking-Coalition-Research.aspx
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Some excerpts from the text that specifically highlight this point of
view include:
“Along with Stand Against Slavery, Hagar, the Préscha Initiative, Justice Acts NZ
and Raising Hope, we have contracted the University of Auckland to research worker
exploitation within New Zealand. There will be specific findings on underage workers
including trafficking and involvement in the sex industry.”
“The Government has recognised this and released a New Zealand Plan to Prevent
People Trafficking in 2009. However to date there is almost a total lack of evidenced
based data to enable this crime to be fully addressed.”
“Once the research is completed, in-depth evidence based data will be available to
inform government, agencies, schools and child carers, parents and the general public
about people trafficking within New Zealand. It will also be widely disseminated and
used as a tool to provoke stronger child protection measures within New Zealand.”

Try it for
Yourself

Refer to your own focus of inquiry that you
developed on page 14 as well as the primary
and secondary sources that you gathered on
page 23 and page 25.

For each primary and each secondary source that you have selected,
identify what the point of view is. Give detailed information about
the point of view by highlighting or summarising quotes from each
source.
Write your answers in the space below, or on a separate piece of paper.
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How can I find contrasting
points of view?
An in-depth social inquiry needs to gather material with contrasting
points of view.
Contrasting points of view do not have to be opposing points of view.
In other words, they do not need to disagree with one another. They
only need to be viewpoints that come from different perspectives.

Perspective

A particular attitude or particular way
of seeing something.

Look at the following example:

“I selected two sources of information about “The roles
and goal of Amnesty International in relation to promoting human
rights in society.”
The first text highlighted that engaging with university students
by having discussions and holding university-based events is
one point of view that Amnesty International has in relation to the
promotion of human rights in society.
The second text I gathered is a radio interview on Radio New
Zealand with Amnesty International’s Fiji Campaigner called
Michael Hayworth. In the interview Hayworth states that
government officials in New Zealand and Australia should
actively put human rights on the agenda in their meetings with
Fiji’s government. The point of view highlighted in this text is that
government officials should have pressure put on them to
take certain actions that respect human rights.
The points of view in the first and second text are contrasting. The
first text highlights that human rights can be promoted through
raising awareness amongst university students. However, in the
second text, the point of view is that human rights can be promoted
through placing pressure on government organisations.”
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Case study: Social Inquiry on Human Trafficking.

The two texts that have been selected for the social inquiry
on the Préscha Initiative are contrasting, as they both
contain different perspectives.
Of course, both of these viewpoints are valid and useful as
there is not only one specific way that people can work to
eradicate human trafficking
Interview with Rebekah Armstrong (Appendix A):
The point of view is that human trafficking can be eradicated
through raising awareness in the community and through education.
Excerpt from Child Alert Website (Appendix B):
The point of view is that human trafficking can be eradicated
through completing research and sharing this research with
government and community groups.

Try it for
Yourself

In this activity you will check to see that
you have gathered texts with contrasting
points of view.

Refer to the points of views you identified for the four texts you
gathered (two primary sources, two secondary sources). Are the
viewpoints contrasting? Why? Why not? Explain in the space below.
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What is a social action?
A social action is an action that a person, group of people, or
organisation takes in order to make change in society.
Social actions may include:

research

activities
that bring
different groups
of people
together

holding
consultations
with other
stakeholders

speeches

cultural
activities

Possible
Social
actions

activism

protests

awareness
raising
activities

educating the
public
conferences

When you conduct a social inquiry it is important that you find sources
that outline what social actions your chosen group or organisation is
taking. Look at the example on the next page.
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“In the two sources I selected about how Amnesty International
promotes human rights, I discovered that Amnesty International
is involved in the following social actions.”
Text 1: Amnesty International is involved in campaigning about
human rights violations that occur in New Zealand and around the
world. It is also involved in raising awareness about human rights
violations in the Wellington community.
Text 2: Amnesty International is involved in lobbying government
ministers (such as the New Zealand and Australian foreign
ministers) to get them to take actions that promote human rights.
These two sources highlight a number of social actions that are
taken by Amnesty International, including:
•

campaigning about human rights violations

•

raising awareness around the Wellington community

•

lobbying government ministers.

How can I locate social
actions in the text?
Social actions can be located in text in the same way that points of
view can be located.
1. You can read the whole text to get an idea of the social actions
that the group or organisation are taking.
2. You can identify specific details from the text that highlight the
social actions that the group or organisation is taking.
Hint: A key way to find social actions is to look for verbs (doing
words) that highlight the actions that the organisation is taking.
It is important that you provide detailed evidence to show that you
have accurately identified social actions that the organisation is
involved in. You can provide detailed evidence by:
•

highlighting specific examples of the social actions

•

highlighting specific excerpts of texts that explain the social actions

•

summarising specific elements in the text that show the social
actions.
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Example
Look at the following text that focuses on the roles and goals of
Amnesty International in relation to promoting human rights in society.

Amnesty on Campus meets to discuss human rights and do a range of activities, including
fundraising events, activism and raising awareness.
We are students who:
• discuss human rights

•
•
•
•

take action and campaign on human rights violations in New Zealand and around the world
educate and raise awareness amongst our fellow students and the wider Wellington community
encourage engagement with human rights issues of the above groups;
5
play our part in the global advancement of human rights.

In this example there are a number of specific examples of social
actions that are being taken by Amnesty International. Look at some
of the verb phrases that are used in the text. (The verbs have been
underlined).
•

Discuss human rights.

•

Take action and campaign on human rights.

•

Educate and raise awareness.

•

Encourage engagement.

These words all highlight the types of social actions that Amnesty
International is taking to promote human rights in society.

5 http://www.victoria.ac.nz/students/campus/clubs/directory/political/amnesty-international
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Case study: Social Inquiry on Human Trafficking.
Refer to the Interview with Rebekah Armstrong in Appendix A

According to Rebekah Armstrong, one of the main social
actions that Préscha is taking in relation to eliminating
human trafficking in New Zealand and overseas is encouraging
teenagers to learn more about human trafficking. This is done
through:
•
•
•

encouraging teenagers to hold awareness raising events

encouraging teenagers to discuss the issue with others
in the community

getting teenagers to educate themselves about human trafficking.

There are a number of specific details from the text of the interview
with Rebekah that emphasise this point:
2. What is the Préscha Initiative about? What are its goals and aims?
“The main projects we are involved in at the moment are a research project into the
extent of labour exploitation in New Zealand (http://www.workerexploitation.co.nz) and
educating teenagers about human trafficking ... Our dream is that ... all teenagers in New
Zealand would know about human trafficking.”
6. What can young New Zealanders do to raise awareness about human trafficking?
“The first thing is they need to educate themselves. You can’t advocate or raise awareness
for something you don’t understand. Human trafficking is a complex organised crime.
It is not an easy fix and everyone needs to work together to combat it. Some ways to
raise awareness are to host awareness raising events where people are informed about
human trafficking, hold discussion groups, research the issue to find the extent of it in
New Zealand, talk about this issue seriously with New Zealand’s politicians and youth ....”
7. If there was one thing you could tell New Zealanders about human trafficking, what
would it be?

“... Human trafficking can be eliminated if we all work together. Why not let this, “the
freedom of all people” be the cause you dedicate your life to?”

Refer to the text from the Child Alert website in Appendix B

According to the Child Alert website, another social action that
Préscha is taking in relation to eliminating human trafficking in New
Zealand and overseas is conducting research about worker exploitation
in New Zealand. Once the research is completed, Préscha will use this
information to help educate society and encourage the government to
make necessary changes to the law.
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There are a number of specific details from the text of the
Child Alert website that emphasise this point:
“Along with Stand Against Slavery, Hagar, the Préscha Initiative, Justice Acts NZ
and Raising Hope, we have contracted the University of Auckland to research worker
exploitation within New Zealand.”
“It will also be widely disseminated and used as a tool to provoke stronger child
protection measures within New Zealand.”

Try it for
Yourself

Refer to your own focus of inquiry that you
selected on page 14 as well as the two
primary and two secondary sources that you
gathered on page 23 and page 25.

For each of the primary sources and each of the secondary sources
that you have selected, identify the social actions that have been
described. Give detailed information about the social actions by
highlighting or summarising quotes from each source.
Write your answers on the following pages or on separate pieces of
paper.
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YOU can make a difference!!
In this guide you have learnt about human trafficking and how it is a serious and widespread problem.
You have also had the opportunity to complete a social inquiry on an organisation that works to
eliminate human trafficking.
There are many ways that you can help support these organisations and the valuable work they do to
fight human trafficking. Here are some ideas:

EDUCATION

How can I advocate for an injustice I do not understand?

a. Check out the organisations listed on page 10 and 11, as well as these other organisations
that work to combat human trafficking:
IJM - International Justice Mission

www.ijm.org

ILO - International Labour Organization		

Not for Sale 			

www.ilo.org

http://notforsalecampaign.org/

UNODC – United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/human-trafficking/

U.S. Department of State

http://www.state.gov/j/tip/

b. Check out these reports:
H U M A N
R I G H T S

Human Rights Watch World Report 2015

W A T C H

http://www.hrw.org/world-report/2015

This report highlights human right abuses through country profiles. It paints a picture of
some of the social and cultural norms that facilitate human trafficking.
WORLD REPORT | 2015
EVENTS OF 2014

Trafficking In Persons Report 2014 by the U.S. Department of State
http://www.state.gov/j/tip/rls/tiprpt/2014/?utm_source=NEW+RESOURCE:+Trafficking+in+Persons+R

The latest country specific report released by the U.S. Department of State shows upto-date information on human trafficking all around the world through country narratives.
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PLAN OF ACTION
TO PREVENT
PEOPLE TRAFFICKING

The Department of Labour (New Zealand) Plan of Action to Prevent People
Trafficking 2009
http://www.dol.govt.nz/publications/research/people-trafficking/people-trafficking.pdf

This document outlines New Zealand’s international obligations in law. It also shows
the process of what would happen to human trafficking perpetrators and victims in NZ.

Global Report on Human Trafficking (UNODC)
http://www.unodc.org/documents/data-and-analysis/glotip/GLOTIP_2014_full_report.pdf

The UNODC provides a yearly global assessment of the scope of human trafficking
and what is being done to fight it. It includes an overview of trafficking patterns, legal
steps taken in response, and country-specific information on reported cases of human
trafficking.

The Global Slavery Index 2014
http://d3mj66ag90b5fy.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/Global_Slavery_Index_2014_final_lowres.pdf

This index ranks 167 countries based on the percentage of the country’s population
estimated to be in modern slavery. The rankings are based on government’s response
and factors that make people vulnerable to modern day slavery.

New Zealand’s fisheries management system: Forced labour an ignored or
overlooked dimension? (Simmons, G & Stringer, C).
http://media.wix.com/ugd/b6798f_45f76783996a4e7580ef4500be1c748f.pdf

This publication consists of some of the only research done to date regarding human
trafficking in New Zealand. This reports finds that forced labour is occurring in New
Zealand’s foreign charter fishing vessels (FCV’s).

b. Check out these books:
Not for Sale by David Batstone
Batstone exposes the alarming rise of one of the great moral crises of the day,
human slavery. His well-written accounts of victims and survivors will inspire
you to join the growing twenty-first century abolitionist movement.

Ending Slavery: how we Free Today’s Slaves by Kevin Bales
Bales provides a guide for eliminating the plague of slavery that continues to
this day. Bales provides a thorough overview of slavery, including its history,
its methods, the lives of its victims around the world and the conditions under
which it flourishes.

Borderland by Dan Archer and Olga Trusova
http://issuu.com/borderland/docs/preview
A comic book telling seven stories of human trafficking survivors.
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ART ADVOCACY Use your art to advocate for others

a. Design a piece of art or write a song that highlights awareness of human trafficking.
Upload it on The Préscha Initiative website: www.prescha.org/art-advocacy/. It’s through art, music, and
poetry that you can advocate and highlight the plight of a people, or a cause people should join.
On the right is an example of an art advocacy painting
featured on the Préscha website (title: Sold).

b. Decide to focus on human trafficking themes for
your art class at school.
c. Stage Challenge http://www.stagechallenge.co.nz
Create a powerful performance about human trafficking for
the Stage Challenge that raises awareness about human
trafficking. Perform this in front of your school and other
areas to get the message of human trafficking to your
friends and community.

d. Check out these music videos about human trafficking from the MTV EXIT campaign:
Radiohead “All I Need”			
http://vimeo.com/14819307
Muse “MK Ultra”				http://vimeo.com/15113068
The Killers “Goodnight”			
http://vimeo.com/14822943
Black Iris and Bethany Cosentino 		
http://vimeo.com/14819307
“When Will I Feel Love”

			

e. Check out these websites showing art created in response to human trafficking:
www.mtvexit.org				www.dacsunited.com
www.raisetheirvoice.com			www.theblindproject.com
www.beabiographer.com			
www.prescha.org/art-advocacy/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bkMG86Rsumg (MTV EXIT campaign)

AWARENESS Share what you know with others
a. Host a movie night.
Find a movie that deals with the issue of human trafficking (see http://www.ungift.org/knowledgehub/
media/films.html for examples) or show a series of MTV exit videos on human trafficking (see ‘d’
and ‘e’ in the section above). Watch this with your friends, discuss the movie/videos afterwards
and see what you can do to stop human trafficking. (Refer to the sections which follow on how to
identify and take action against human trafficking).
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b. Create a club at your school to inform each other about human trafficking.
c. Offer to volunteer at an organisation that is devoted to combating human trafficking.
d. Organise a fundraising event such as an awareness night or a sponsored walk. Donate the
proceeds to a human trafficking organisation of your choice.

IDENTIFY Know how to recognise and identify human trafficking
It is important to be aware of the warning signs of human trafficking so that you can recognise
human trafficking where it exists. Some general indicators of human trafficking are given in the
diagram below.

Signs of human trafficking
A person may be a victim of human trafficking if they:
feel forced to do work that
they don’t want to do

are afraid to reveal their
immigration status (eg what
type of visa they have)

are unable to leave their place
of work or where they live

get little or no payment
for working

don’t have a passport or
other ID (someone else is
holding their ID)

are unusually afraid
of their employer and
authorities

For a more detailed list of possible indicators of human trafficking, refer to one of these resources.
Trafficking: Do You Need Help? (New Zealand Department of Labour):
http://www.immigration.govt.nz/NR/rdonlyres/47DCC28A-2861-4F97-AFEBC061DB23457B/0/PeopleTraffickingEnglish.pdf
Human Trafficking Indicators (United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime):
http://www.unodc.org/pdf/HT_indicators_E_LOWRES.pdf

Teacher’s Note:
Copies of the two documents
listed above that highlight
the key indicators of human
trafficking are provided in the
91040 Resources folder.
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TAKE ACTION If you suspect human trafficking, report it

Victims of human trafficking are often afraid to report this to the authorities. This is especially true if they
are in the country unlawfully or do not have a visa which allows them to work. They may think that they
will be punished (eg jailed or fined) for this. They may also have a fear for authority in general because
of the way they have been treated.
It is important that you let the victim know that New Zealand authorities will work to protect, not punish,
victims of human trafficking6. If you suspect someone is the victim of human trafficking, encourage
them to report this to the appropriate authorities. This could be the:
•

local police

•

Crime Stoppers [Toll free phone number: 0800 555 111 or use the online form available at
https://crimestoppers-uk.org/give-information/give-information-online/ to provide information
anonymously]

•

Ministry of Business, Innovation, and Employment (MBIE) [Toll free: 0800 20 90 20]

•

Immigration New Zealand [www.immigration.govt.nz/peopletrafficking].

The victim does not need to do this alone. You could offer to support them by contacting an appropriate
New Zealand organisation (eg Stand Against Slavery, Justice Acts, ECPAT, Hagar or The Préscha
Initiative) who would be able to help a victim who needs to go to the police. [See page 10 of this
guide for contact details for these organisations].
If the victim will not report to authorities themselves and you believe their life is in danger or they are
being abused, you have a responsibility to report this to the police. Remember that you can do this
anonymously using Crime stoppers (see contact details above).

6 Immigration New Zealand. (2014, 20 February). Migrant exploitation. Retrieved from Immigration New
Zealand: http://www.immigration.govt.nz/migrant/general/generalinformation/migrantexploitation/
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COLLABORATE Work with others to make a real difference
By taking a stand against human trafficking, you can make a real difference. However, we all have
different skills, resources and strengths. So working together with others can help to quickly and
effectively combat this terrible crime again human rights wherever it is found.
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Glossary
bias

an unfair feeling for or against a particular topic, person, and so on

black market

illegally sell something

combat

take action to reduce or prevent something bad

confidentiality

rules or promise made that certain information will not be shared with
others

consequences

a result or effect

considerations

things that need to be thought about carefully

contrasting

different

deception

the act of deliberately (on purpose) making someone believe something
that is not true, especially for your own gain (benefit)

eliminate/
eliminating

to get rid of completely

equitable

just and fair

eradicate

to get rid of completely

ethical

rules or standards for what is considered acceptable or correct conduct
or practice

exploiting/
exploitation

to make use of someone in an unfair or underhand way for your own gain
(benefit)

financial (gain)

making money for yourself (off someone else)

framework

a basic structure underlying a system, concept or text

harbouring

to keep (someone) in secret

human rights

rights believed to belong to every person

human trafficking

using someone by force or deception to exploit them for financial or
personal gain

inquiry

investigation, seeking information, research

luring

tempt someone to come with you, often by offering them some form of
reward

n.d.

abbreviation for ‘no date’; used in referencing if there is no publication
date given for a text

plagiarism

using someone else’s words or ideas and pretending they are your own

privacy

something private or secret; something not meant for everyone else to
know

receipt

the act of receiving (getting) something or someone

recruitment

to find and get someone

social

relating to society, groups of people living together in community

social justice

treating everyone equally and fairly eg equal opportunities, respect, and
spread of wealth

violate

break or not meet the requirements of something
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Appendix A
1. What is human trafficking? Why is it important that human trafficking is stopped?
Human trafficking is the gross breach of human rights of a particular person. It involves the
recruitment, transportation, transfer, habouring or receipt of a person by using fraud, coercion,
abduction, deception or the abuse of power for the purpose of exploitation.
Human trafficking is simultaneously called “modern day slavery” and usually seen in the following
forms: forced labour, domestic servitude, forced prostitution, child sexual exploitation, forced
marriages and organ harvesting.
The practice of slavery has been universally accepted as a crime against humanity1 and sexual
slavery has been outlined as a war crime in the Rome Statute.2 The right to be free from enslavement
is considered so fundamental “that all nations have standing to bring offending states before the
Court of Justice.”3
The legal definition of human trafficking has been found to focus explicitly on exploitation and
powers of ownership. The European Court of Human Rights defined human trafficking as:
… based on the exercise of powers attaching the right of ownership.
…
It treats human beings as commodities to be bought and sold and put to forced
labour, often for little or no payment, usually in the sex industry … [but also
elsewhere].
…
It implies close surveillance of the activities of victims, whose movements were
often circumscribed …. It involves the use of violence and threats against victims
who live and work under poor conditions ….4
2. What is the Préscha Initiative about? What are its goals and aims?
The word “Préscha” means “act urgently, with great haste to advocate for the brokenhearted” in four
different languages. We are focussed on the prevention of human trafficking taking place by raising
awareness about human trafficking and educating people about this in the context of New Zealand.
We are also passionate about changing the ingrained social and cultural norms that allow people to
be taken advantage of, oppressed and enslaved. Our overarching goal is that New Zealand would be
slave free. The main projects we are involved in at the moment are a research project into the extent
of labour exploitation in New Zealand (http://www.workerexploitation.co.nz) and educating teenagers
about human trafficking through this resource! Our dream is that all schools in New Zealand would
teach this unit study so that all teenagers in New Zealand would know about human trafficking.

1 The Rome Statute outlines that “enslavement” is a Crime Against Humanity in Article 7(1)(c). Article 7(1)(g) states that rape, sexual slavery,
enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, enforced sterilization, or any other form of sexual violence of comparable gravity constitutes a crime against
humanity. Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court 2187 UNTS 90 (opened for signature 17 July 1998, entered into force 1 July 2002) [Rome
Statute]. Available online at: http://www.icc-cpi.int/nr/rdonlyres/ea9aeff7-5752-4f84-be94-0a655eb30e16/0/rome_statute_english.pdf.
2 Sexual slavery is outlined as a War Crime in Article 8(2)(b)(xxii) of the Rome Statute.
3 Renee Colette Redman, “The League of Nations and the Right to be Free From Enslavement: The First Human Right to Be Recognized as
Customary International Law – Freedom: Beyond the United States.” (LexisNexis, Chicago, 1994) [at 780]. Available online at: http://scholarship.
kentlaw.iit.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=2974&context=cklawreview
4 Rantsev v Russia & Cyprus (Judgment) First Section 25965/04, 10 January 2010 [at 280]. Available online at: http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/
pages/search.aspx?i=001-96549#{“itemid”:[“001-96549”]}
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3. What led you to become involved with the Préscha initiative? Was there a particular
moment in time when you knew that this was something very important to be involved with?
When I was 13 years old in Indonesia, I witnessed a small, cute, naive and innocent little Indonesian
girl sold to a European man for sex by her parents. She was completely unaware of what was
happening to her and in fact, trusted the man. Witnessing this event changed my life. I decided
to dedicate myself to advocating for people who could not speak for themselves, who were
vulnerable, like this little girl. The Préscha Initiative is dedicated to advocating for girls like the one
in the above story and other vulnerable people. Through raising awareness and educating people
about human trafficking, we can help prevent human trafficking take place.
4. Many New Zealanders assume that human trafficking is something that happens overseas
only. Is this true?
Human trafficking is a global problem that affects all countries in the world, including New Zealand.
New Zealand has also been named a destination country for foreign men and women subjected
to forced labour including debt bondage aboard foreign-flagged fishing vessels in New Zealand
waters, women trafficked to work in New Zealand’s sex industry and Asian and Pacific Islanders
who migrate voluntarily to New Zealand to work in the agriculture sector, but who are forced to
work in different conditions than stipulated in their contracts.5
The Préscha Initiative, in collaboration with other organisations, is currently undertaking research
into labour exploitation for the very first time in New Zealand6. We expect we will probably find
more cases of human trafficking taking place here.
5. Why should New Zealanders care about human trafficking?
Because human trafficking is one of the greatest injustices that is taking place in our generation
and we have a responsibility to stop it; because human trafficking takes place everywhere and
affects people like you and me in the communities we live in; and because all people are precious
and equal and all people should be free.
6. What can young New Zealanders do to raise awareness about human trafficking?
The first thing is they need to educate themselves. You can’t advocate or raise awareness for
something you don’t understand. Human trafficking is a complex organised crime. It is not an easy
fix and everyone needs to work together to combat it. Some ways to raise awareness are to host
awareness raising events where people are informed about human trafficking, hold discussion
groups, research the issue to find the extent of it in New Zealand, talk about this issue seriously
with New Zealand’s politicians and youth, get this resource taught in all schools in New Zealand
so that all New Zealanders are aware of the signs and risks of human trafficking, raise money for
organisations working in New Zealand and abroad to combat this crime.
7. If there was one thing you could tell New Zealanders about human trafficking, what would
it be?
“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed, citizens can change the world. Indeed,
it is the only thing that ever has.” Margaret Mead
Human trafficking can be eliminated if we all work together. Why not let this, “the freedom of all
people” be the cause you dedicate your life to?
5 U.S. Department of State. (2014, June). Trafficking in Persons Report 2014. Retrieved from: http://www.state.gov/j/tip/rls/tiprpt/2014/?utm_
source=NEW+RESOURCE:+Trafficking+in+Persons+R
6 http://www.workerexploitation.co.nz
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Appendix B

Trafficking Coalition Research
Along with Stand Against Slavery, Hagar, the Préscha Initiative, Justice Acts NZ and Raising Hope,
we have contracted the University of Auckland to research worker exploitation within New Zealand.
There will be specific findings on underage workers including trafficking and involvement in the
sex industry. If you would like to contribute to this research here is the contact details. Please
be assured all information will be strictly confidential.
www.workerexploitation.co.nz
The crime of people trafficking is a huge global problem and there is reason to have concern about
this occurring within New Zealand also. The Government has recognised this and released a New
Zealand Plan to Prevent People Trafficking in 2009. However to date there is almost a total lack of
evidenced based data to enable this crime to be fully addressed.
ECPAT Child ALERT has been a lead agency in the forming of a coalition of five other agencies who
share this concern. Consequently two experienced and professional researchers in the Auckland
University have been identified and a research scope set out.
Once the research is completed, in depth evidence based data will be available to inform
government, agencies, schools and child carers, parents and the general public about people
trafficking within New Zealand. It will also be widely disseminated and used as a tool to provoke
stronger child protection measures within New Zealand.
ECPAT Child ALERT News, updated 01.09.2014
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